
      Available at

Nordic Dusk

PURE COMFORT PLUSH SOFTNESS UNDERFOOT

Super Soft

Warm Underfoot

Family Friendly



Where quality and style meet, Nordic Dusk will elevate your floors to the next level bringing comfort, 
warmth, luxurious softness underfoot and elegance to the look and feel of your home. 

The SDN twist pile construction is not only beautiful when installed, it also works hard to be a resilient 
and easy to maintain flooring option to for busy families, those with pets and everything in-between. 

Available in a wide range of classic colours, there’s a tone suited to every home, whatever the style. 
Nordic Dusk’s innovative design means your floors will be a pleasure to look at, lounge on and walk 
across for years to come. 

Harmony 19 

Rattan Trug 94

Sea Breeze 95

Grey Charm 96

Warm Glow 33

Flicker 97

Chocolate Cookie 49

Peacock 98

Snowflake 90

Fireside 99

Nordic Dusk



Performance Warranty
Flooring Xtra confidently provides a comprehensive Performance Warranty in line with the warranty periods stated for each product in this brochure, covering wear and 
manufacturing defects, so you can be sure of your investment. See warranty document for the full terms and conditions.

Lifetime Installation Warranty
Our lifetime installation warranty offers peace of mind. All Flooring Xtra stores promise to fully guarantee their installations against faulty workmanship. Our goods come 
with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for 
any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure 
does not amount to a major failure. 

You can see or read more about SNUG at www.flooringxtra.com.au/snug or visit in-store to view the ranges.
Images are for illustrative purposes only and the actual carpet colour may vary from colour shown.
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Weight
Gauge
Total Thickness
Fibre
Construction
Width

Grading

Rating

Warranties

20 Year 
Warranty

Family Friendly Stair Rated Easy To Maintain Super SoftWarm Under 
Foot

55oz
1/8g
15mm
100% Soft Solution Dyed Nylon
Cut Pile Twist
4.0 metres

REHDS Manufacturer

5 Star Manufacturer

20 Year Residential Warranty
20 Year Colourfastness Warranty
20 Year Stain Resistance Warranty

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

EXTRA HEAVY DUTY EASY TO MAINTAINFADE RESISTANT

Warm Glow 33


